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ABSTRACT

This essay arguesthat,just like liberalismand communism,fascist ideology was based on
a specific philosophyof history articulatedby GiovanniGentile in the aftermathof World
WarI. Gentile's actualistnotion thathistory "belongsto the present"articulatedan immanent vision of the relationshipbetween historical agency, representation,and consciousness against all transcendentalconceptions of history. I define this vision as historic (as
opposed to "historical")because it translatedthe popularnotion of historic eventfulness
into the idea of the reciprocalimmanenceof the historicaland the historiographicalact. I
furthershow that the actualist philosophy of history was historically resonant with the
Italianexperience of the GreatWarand was culturallymodernist.I insist, however, that
the actualistcatastropheof the histori(ographi)calact was also genealogically connected
to the Latin-Catholicrhetorical significationof "presence"that had sustainedthe developmentof Italianvisual culturefor centuries.Accordingly,I arguethat the fascist translation of actualism into a historic imaginarywas at the root of Italian fascism's appeal to
both masses and intellectuals. Fascism presented itself as a historic agent that not only
"madehistory,"but also made it presentto mass consciousness. In fact, I conclude by suggesting that the fascist success in institutionalizinga propermode of historic representation in the 1920s, and a full-blown historic culturein the 1930s, may have also constituted a fundamentallaboratoryfor the formationof posthistoric(al)imaginaries.
I. INTRODUCTION
Some years ago Hayden White proposed that the main appeal of fascist ideology resided in its "vision of history." For White, this vision was theoretically alternative to liberal historicism and Marxist materialism even though it was also
rooted in the evolution of nineteenth-century historical culture. In the thought of
Martin Heidegger and Italian fascism's prime philosopher, Giovanni Gentile, as
well as in the "intuitions" of Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini, White saw the
resurgence of "something like Schiller's notion of the historical sublime or
Nietzsche's version of it," that is, a vision of the historical past as a sublime
"'spectacle' of 'confusion,' 'uncertainty,' and 'moral anarchy'," a vision that
White believed romantic theorists and historians had championed in order to
legitimize the "visionary politics" associated with the revolutionary events of
their times. According to White, throughout the nineteenth century this romantic
appreciation for "history's meaninglessness" had been subjected to the combined
crossfire of historicism, positivism, idealism, and Marxism which-notwithstanding a celebrated antagonism-contributed as a whole to the "desublima-
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tion" of the historical imagination, and subordinated"writtenhistory to the category of the 'beautiful"'in order to authorizea "realistic"politics. In White's
account,therefore,fascism turnedout to rescue a romanticvision of history from
a prolonged subordinationto a realist politics of historicalrepresentation.1
To dateWhite's provocativeessay remainsthe sole attemptto define the philosophical shape and historicalgenealogy of a fascist poetics of history applicable
to both Italianfascism and GermanNazism. White's argument,however, has not
found much echo or support among historians of either the fascist or Nazi
regimes, ideologies, or cultures.2In addition, for some scholars White's praise
for a romantictheory of history that he himself associates with fascist ideology
has only confirmedlong-held suspicions concerningthe political implicationsof
his own critiqueof narrativerealism and historicaltruth.3Yet, White's historical
1. Hayden White, "The Politics of Historical Interpretation:Discipline and De-Sublimation,"in
The Contentof the Form (Baltimore:Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), 72-75.
2. For the Italian case, most general studies of fascism have long explored the central role of
Gentile's philosophical system, attualismo (actualism),in the definitionof fascist ideology, the organization of intellectual consensus to the regime, and-more recently-the formulation of a proper
political theology for the "cultof fascism." By the same token, the "visionary"horizon of Mussolini's
aesthetic politics has received quite a bit of attentionin recent studies of fascist image-politics and
mass culture.Nonetheless, nothing like a specific appreciationfor "the historical sublime"has transpired either from the study of fascist ideology, or the culturalimpact of actualism,or the evolution
of fascist historical culture. See the particularstudies of fascist historical culture by Pier Giorgio
Zunnino,L'ideologia del Fascismo (Bologna: II Mulino, 1980), 63-123; Renzo De Felice, "Gli storici italiani nel periodo fascista," in Intellettuali di fronte al Fascismo: Saggi e note documentarie
(Rome: Bonacci, 1985), 190-243;ArmandoSaitta,"L'organizzazionedegli studi storici," in Federico
Chabode la 'nuovastoriografia'italiana dal primo al Secondo Dopoguerra, 1919-1950 (Milan:Jaca
Book, 1984), 511-513; Massimo Miozzi, La scuola storica romana, 1926-1943 (Rome: Edizioni di
storia e letteratura,1982); Delio Cantimori,"Note sugli studi storici dal 1926 al 1951," in Storici e
storia (Turin:G. Einaudi, 1971), 268-280, and "Gli studi di storia modernae contemporanea,"in
Cinquant'annidi vita intellettualeitaliana 1896-1946 (Naples: Edizioni scientifiche italiane, 1950);
and Antonio Casali, Storici italianifra le due guerre: La Nuova rivista storica 1917-1943 (Napoli:
Guida, 1980). See as well the more general studies by Emilio Gentile, The Sacralizationof Politics in
Fascist Italy (Cambridge,Mass.: HarvardUniversity Press, 1996), and SimonettaFalasca-Zamponi,
Fascist Spectacle: TheAestheticsof Power in Mussolini'sItaly (Berkeley andLos Angeles: University
of CaliforniaPress, 1997). On German-Nazisthistoricalculture, see KarlFerdinandWerner,Das NSGeschichtsbild und die deutsche Geschichtswissenschaft (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1967); Karl
Ferdinand Werner, "Die deutsche Historiographie unter Hitler," in Geschichtswissenschaft in
Deutschland, ed. Bernd Faulenbach (Munich: Verlag C. H. Beck, 1974); Karen Sch6nwalder,
Historiker und Politik: Geschichstwissenschaftim Nationalsozialismus (Frankfurt:Campus, 1992);
and Karen Schonwalder, "The Fascination of Power: Historical Scholarship in Nazi Germany,"
History WorkshopJournal43 (1997), 133-153. On academicstudies of the Bismarckera, see Assunta
Esposito, "La valutazione dell'opera di Bismarck nella Germanianazionalsocialisticaattraversol'esame della storiografiae della publicistica,"Storia Contemporanea9 (1978), 663-681. On the teaching of history, see Horst Gies, Geschichstunterrichtunter der Diktatur Hitlers (Cologne: Bohlau,
1992); RainerRiemenschneider,"L'enseignementde l'historie, en Allemagne, sous le 'IIIe Reich,"'
Francia 7 (1979), 401-428; and Gilmer Blackburn,Education in the ThirdReich: Race and History
in Nazi Textbooks(Albany, N. Y.: State University of New York Press, 1985). Finally, on GermanNazi sites of memory and history see the two volumes by Rudy Koshar,Germany'sTransientPast:
Preservationand National Memoryin the TwentiethCentury(Chapel Hill, N. C.: University of North
Carolina Press, 1998), and From Monumentsto Traces: Artifacts of German Memory, 1870-1990
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of CaliforniaPress, 2000).
3. Carlo Ginzburg,"JustOne Witness,"in Probing the Limits of Representation:Nazism and the
"Final Solution,"ed. S. Friedlander(Cambridge,Eng.: CambridgeUniversityPress, 1992).
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reconstructionof the fascist challenge to nineteenth-centuryhistorical culture
points to a fruitful avenue of discussion of fascism and historicaltheory.
For White, fascism paralleled in politics the scientific "revolution" of
Freudianismbecause it had understoodcorrectlythat the formationof historical
consciousness was based on "what Freud called 'reaction-formation'to the
apperceptionof history's meaninglessness."4For White, therefore,the truthfirst
divined by romanticism-that the formationof historical consciousness did not
conform to the bourgeois law of transitivitybetween realist representationand
rationalunderstanding-and only laterbroughtto the foregroundby fascism and
psychoanalysis, must have appearedself-evident to many in the early 1920s.5
How else, White asks, can we account for "the appeal of fascism not only to the
masses but to any numberof intellectualswho had certainlybeen exposed to a
cultureof history thatexplained and understoodthe past to the very depthsof all
possibility"?6
Unfortunately,White's analysis has very little to do with the intellectual
appeal exercised on his contemporariesby Heidegger's philosophy of being, or
the mass appeal generated by German Nazism in the early 1930s. As several
scholarshave underlined,Hitler's movement and regime subscribedto an apocalyptic view of history in which Germanhistory overcame itself in the eschatological projectionof a ThirdReich. And, in practice,Nazi politics of historywere
dominated by a combination of opportunism, moralistic commentary, and
racism, which allowed the appropriationof any partof the Germanpast for eternal values' sake.7But White's accountis appropriateto the evaluationof the relationship between Gentile's philosophical system-attualismo (actualism)-and
the mass appeal exercised by Italian fascism from the mid-1920s onwards.8
Exploringfirstthe ideological coherencebetween Mussolini's famous motto that
fascism "makes history"ratherthan writes it and Gentile's actualistphilosophy
of history,this essay confirmsWhite's fundamentalpropositionthat there existed a properlyfascist vision of history whose centralchallenge to nineteenth-century historicism consisted in debunking the notion of historical consciousness
itself. However, the essay also arguesthat fascist politics of history were culturally modernistratherthan romantic,psychologically rooted in the experience of
the meaningless present of the GreatWarratherthan the projectionof a meaningless past, and genealogically connected to the longevity of Latin-Catholic
rhetoricalcodes in Italian historical culture ratherthan a reaction to the realist
saturationof nineteenth-centuryculture.

4. White, "The Politics," 72-75.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid., 95-96.
7. On the Nazi apocalypticview of history,see George Mosse, "Death,Time, and History:Volkish
Utopia and Its Transcendence,"Masses and Men (New York: Howard Fertig, 1980), 69-86. For its
disseminationin Nazi education,see Blackburn,Education,especially 22-41.
8. Henceforth,whenever I write "fascism"I intend Italian fascism.
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II.THEFASCIST
HISTORIC
IMAGINARY
No wonder,gentlemen,if sideby sidethe shirkersof warwe findthe shirkersof history,
who,havingfailed-for manyreasonsandmaybebecauseof theircreativeimpotence-to producetheevent,thatis, to makehistorybeforewritingit, lateron consumetheir
it withoutobjectivityor shame.
revengediminishing
BenitoMussolini,1929
It was with these words, delivered to the fascist senate on May 24, 1929, that
Benito Mussolini respondedto Benedetto Croce's opposition to the Concordatthe conciliation pacts between the Vatican and the Italian state-and simultaneously offered a spectacle for which the whole fascist intelligentsiahad been waiting: a direct intellectual confrontationbetween the "Duce" of fascism and the
"LaicPope"of liberalism.9On the surface, Mussolini'sanalogy between shirkers
of war and shirkersof history connected Croce's opposition to the Concordatto
the conspicuousabsence of the GreatWarand fascism from Croce's recentlypublished Storia d'Italia dal 1870 al 1914 (Historyof Italy from 1870 to 1914). Yet
behind the polemical jab directedtowardthe philosophical championof liberalism there also lurkedthe suggestion that the ideological dichotomy between fascism andliberalismentailedtwo opposite conceptionsof the relationshipbetween
res gestae and historia rerum gestarum: fascism made history by producing
"events," liberalism wrote it to unmake them. Overnight, in fact, Mussolini's
aphoristicsentence was transformedinto one of the most popularfascist mottoes,
ilfascismofa la storia, non la scrive (fascism makes history,it does not write it),
thereby losing its polemical bite but sharpeningits ideological stakes.10Turning
temporalsuccession into all-out opposition,the slogan projectedan image of fascism as merging its rejection of political representation(liberalism) with the
obliterationof historical representation(historicism). In fact, the fascist motto
"fascismmakes history"capturedthe rhetoricalcore of Mussolini's 1929 speech
as well as its philosophicalconnectionto actualistphilosophy of history.
As BarbaraSpackmanhas recently argued,Mussolini's speeches were central
to the constructionof a fascist discursive regime founded on a "rhetorizationof
violence" intimating that "words should submit to the law of action and tend
toward praxis.'"1Mussolini's rhetoricconsistently interrogatedand rewrote the
opposition between language and action in such a way that actions could be
understood"not as prediscursivebut as partof the discursive formationitself."12
In the speeches thatmarkedthe constructionof the regime, Mussolini had relied
on a "rhetoricof crisis" aimed at "stockpilingviolence" discursively in orderto
9. "Non ci meravigliamo,signori, se accanto agli imboscatidella guerratroviamoquelli della storia, i quali, non avendo per molte ragioni e anche per la loro impotenza creativa, potuto produrre
l'evento, cioe fare la storia prima di scriverla,ora consumano la loro vendetta diminuendolasenza
obiettivith o vergogna." Benito Mussolini, "Risposta al Senato sui patti lateranenzi,"in Scritti e
Discorsi (Milan: Hoelpi, 1939), VI, 117, my translation.
10. Carlo De Frede, "I1giudizio di Mussolini su Croce,"Storia e Politica 22, no. 1 (March 1983),
122.
11. Barbara Spackman, Fascist Virilities: Rhetoric, Ideology, and Social Fantasy in Italy
(Minneapolis:University of MinnesotaPress, 1996), 133.
12. Ibid.
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"presentthe state of things beyond the time of discussion."13His 1929 response
to Croce, however, differed radically from earlier examples in this respect.
Mussolini's argumentativeregisterin this speech actively "epochalized"the historical connection between the "event" of the Concordatand the Mussolinian
"speech-events"that had marked its making-from the speech of June 1921
before the liberal Chamberof Deputies, to the speech before the GrandCouncil
of Fascism in early 1929 to the speech of May 13, 1929 before the fascist
Chamber of Deputies.14Mussolini's histoire evenementelle of fascist speechevents opened a window onto an epochal conception of the relationshipbetween
res gestae and historia rerumgestarum irreconcilablewith any version of historicism, positivism, materialism,or idealism, and irreducibleto the myth-making horizon of fascist historicaldiscourse. To paraphraseSpackman,the rhetorical appeal of Mussolini's juxtapositionof liberalhistory-writingand fascist history-makingrested on its sudden stockpiling of eventfulnessand, in so doing, it
pointed towarda popular-culturalsource of fascist rhetoricsof virility.
As the motto-"fascism makes history, it does not write it"--would make
explicit, Mussolini's rhetoricalconflation of speech and epochal eventfulness
referredthe idea of fascist history-makingto the notion of historicnessinscribed,
since the dawnof modem historicalculture,in the discursiveexpressions"historic
event" and "historic speech." Semantically,these expressions were bor of the
differentiationintroducedby late eighteenth-centuryhistoriansbetween the adjectives "historical"and "historic,"assigning to the formerthe meaningof "belonging to the past"and to the latterthat of "formingan importantpartor item of hisYet, the discursivenotion of historiceventtory;noted or celebratedin history."15
fulness has never coincided with this learneddefinitionwhich presupposesa transcendentalconceptionof history(thatis, the historicevent is importantin the eyes
of historyitself). On the contrary,we normallydefine an event as "historic"when
we perceive it as belonging primarilyto the internal sphere of consciousness,
insofar as we experience it as opening up a new epoch by making a previously
undetectedmeaningof historysuddenlypresentin the mind of the observerwithout the mediationof historicalrepresentation.'6
In the historicevent, therefore,we
as
immanent
rather
than
transcendental.17
literallyperceive history
Mussolini's polarizationof history-makingand history-writingmobilized this
immanentnotion of historicness,projectingthe idea of fascism as a historicagent
whose acts were not merely significantin the eyes of history (andhistorians)but,
13. Ibid., 133 and 123. On the crucialfunction of Mussolini's speech-events for the formationof
fascist aestheticpolitics, see also Falasca-Zamponi,Fascist Spectacle.
14. Mussolini, Scritti e discorsi, 105-110.
15. OxfordEnglish Dictionary, 259. Despite the fact that no romancelanguagehas ever coined an
analogue of the adjective "historic,"the notions of "historic event" and "historic speech" have
appearedin all Europeanlanguages to differentiatebetween the temporalattributionof "pastness"to
(historical)facts and the perceptionof "epochal-ness"in (historic)events. The Italianexpressions un
evento storico and un discorso storico, for example, carrythe same semanticchargeof a historicevent
and a historic speech.
16. Suffice it to think of the revisionistspell exercised by defininghistoricevents of our times, such
as the fall of the Berlin Wall.
17. Even in spokenEnglish the semanticdistinctionbetween"historical"and"historic"is often lost.
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rather, actively signified history in the present. Accordingly, the logic of
Mussolini's speech effectively reifiedthe ideological opposition between liberalism and fascism into an ontological dichotomy between historical and historic
conceptions of agency, representation,and consciousness. To liberal ideology's
"historical"correspondedfascist ideology's "historic"which depicted an agency
that acted upon historicalfacts, representations,and consciousness. By the same
token, Mussolini's speech ascribed to the fascist subject a historic imaginary
ratherthana "historicalconsciousness,"an imaginarythat declined historyin the
present tense and inscribed historical meaning under the immanent rubric of
presence against the transcendentalhorizon of historicalTime.
Lest we dismiss Mussolini's advocacy of the fascist historic imaginaryas a
mere cipherof fascist rhetoricsof virility,we need to recognize immediatelythat
the immanentconception of history it evoked inscribeditself within the intellectual context of a modernist challenge to the transcendentalnotion of historical
consciousness. It is not so much thatMussolini's polarizationof the "historical"
and the "historic"resonated with Nietzsche's famous opposition between the
"historical"and the "supra-/un-historical"-and along this path, with a whole
series of dichotomies between literarymodernismand historicism, spatial form
and lineartime, speech acts and narrativewriting.18Rather,as White himself has
recently suggested, the evolution of a modernistconceptionof history in twentieth-centuryliteratureand philosophy was intimately associated with the widespreadexperience of the Great War as a "modernistevent."19That this perception may have united much of the European"generationof 1914" is a fact that
finds few dissenting voices after Paul Fussell's study of the connection between
modernistpoetry,memory, and the GreatWar.20In the case of the Italianintelligentsia, however, the connection between modernistsensitivity, the (memoryof
the) GreatWar,and fascist militancy was even tighter.As WalterAdamson has
documented, for Italian artists and intellectuals militancy in the modernistcultural front coincided with a collective "searchfor new secular-religiousvalues"
before the war, with an active interventioniststance in the months precedingthe
Italianentrancein the war, and with an endorsementof fascism, after the war, as
the movement that had defeated Italy's "internalenemy"-however defined.2'
Read in this light, the logic of Mussolini's attackon Croce was properlyhistoric,
in the sense that it sought to simultaneouslyenact and historicize a modernist
form of historicalconsciousness in which language and force had abandonedthe
18. FriedrichNietzsche, "On the Uses and Disadvantagesof Historyfor Life" [1874], in Untimely
Meditations(Cambridge,Eng.: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1983), 57-123.
19. HaydenWhite, "TheModernistEvent,"in ThePersistence of History: Cinema, Television,and
the ModernEvent, ed. Vivian Sobchack (New Yorkand London:Routledge, 1996), 21-22.
20. Among these dissenting voices is Jay Winter's in Sites of Memory,Sites of Mourning: The
Great Warin EuropeanCulturalHistory (New York:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1995).
21. WalterAdamson,"Fascismand Culture:Avant-Gardesand SecularReligion in the ItalianCase,"
Journal of ContemporaryHistory 24 (July 1989), 411-436; "Modernismand Fascism: The Politics of
Culturein Italy, 1903-1922," AmericanHistoricalReview95 (April 1990), 359-390; "TheLanguageof
Italy:RhetoricalContinuitiesbetweenPrewarFlorentineAvantOppositionin EarlyTwentieth-Century
Gardismand Mussolini's Fascism,"Journal of Modern History 64 (March 1992), 22-51; and AvantGardeFlorence:FromModernismto Fascism (Cambridge,Mass.: HarvardUniversityPress, 1993).
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realm of historicalcrisis and enteredthat of historic eventfulness.22Mussolini's
conflation of liberal ideology and historicism under the sign of "shirker-ness"
referredthe fascist claim to have destroyedthe boundarybetween the res gestae
and historia rerum gestarum to the historical-intellectualcontext of the Great
War.More precisely,the historic logic of the speech pointed away from the mere
critique of Crocian historicism and toward the actualist philosophy of history
elaboratedduringthe war by Croce's philosophicalnemesis and fascism's prime
philosopher,Giovanni Gentile.
III. ACTUALIST PHILOSOPHYOF HISTORY

Any cursory glance at the titles of Gentile's productionbetween 1897 and 1914
reveals immediatelythat the principalthematic nucleus aroundwhich his philosophical system evolved was the relationship between philosophy, history of
philosophy, and philosophy of history.23The "absoluteimmanentism"in which
Gentile identified the kernel of actualism found its preactualistformulationin
the "circularunion" of "philosophy"and "history"that Gentile had elaborated
in the first decade of the century.In the seventeen texts-two books and fifteen
essays-specifically devoted to the topic, Gentile managedto articulatethe circularity between philosophy and history from every possible angle: from the
mutualpenetrationof philosophy and the history of philosophy,to that between
philosophy of history and history per se.24In fact, the philosophical genealogy
of Croce and Gentile's fateful detachmentfrom one another can be traced to
theirearliest exchanges in the late 1890s on the question of history and, in particular,to their antitheticalevaluationof Marxismas a philosophy of history.For
Croce, what was dead in Marxismwas its philosophy of history,even though its
materialismwas alive as a useful historicalmethodology.For Gentile, the opposite was true:as materialism,Marxismwas mistaken;as the last speculativephilosophy of history,it needed to be overcome.25It is not surprising,therefore,that
22. Spackman,Fascist Virilities,123.
23. See in particular:Lafilosofia di Marx (Pisa: E. Spoerri, 1899), now in GiovanniGentile, Opere
filosofiche (Milan:Garzanti,1991), 97-234; "I1concetto della storia,"Studi Storici 8 (1899), 103-133
and 169-201, now in Gentile, Opere: Frammentidi estetica e di teoria della storia (Florence:Casa
editriceLe Lettere, 1992), I, 3-52; and La riformadella dialettica hegeliana (Messina:G. Principato,
1913), which collects earlieressays on history,"I1concetto della storiadella filosofia"(1907), and "II
cicolo di filosofia e storiadella filosofia" (1909), now in Gentile, Operefilosofiche, 247-430.
24. In orderof publication:"I primi scrittidi Benedetto Croce sul concetto della storia"(1897); II
materialismo storico (1899); La filosofia di Marx (1899); "I1metodo storico nelle scienze sociali"
(1901); "Filosofiae storiadella filosofia"(1902); "La storiacome scienza" (1902); "IIproblemadella
filosofia della storia"(1903); "I1concetto della storia della filosofia"(1907); "I1circolo della filosofia
e della storia della filosofia"(1909); "I1concetto della grammatica"(1910); "I1valore della storiae il
formalismoassoluto"(1910); "I1concetto del progresso"(1911); "Il metodo dell'immanenza"(1912);
"Il problemadelle scienze storiche"(1915); "L'esperienzapurae la relta storica"(1915); "Politicae
filosofia"(1918).
25. Giovanni Gentile, "Benedetto Croce: I1 concetto della storia nelle sue relazioni col concetto
dell'arte,"Studi Storici 6 (1897), 137-152, now in Gentile, Opere: Frammentidi estetica e di teoria
della storia II, 121-136. For a detailed commentary on the intense dialogue between Croce and
Gentile on the problem of history, see Michele Biscione, "Il tema della storia nella corrispondenza
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Croce's 1913 condemnationof actualismrevolved precisely arounda critiqueof
an undeveloped aspect of Gentile's philosophy of history.
While attackingactualismfor its mystical flatteningof all conceptualdistinctions, Croce pointed his finger at the implicit antithesis Gentile had posited
between "past and present." By "reducing everything to the sole distinction
between past and present," Croce contended, actualism resolved itself into a
reversed"absolutepositivism."Everythingwas in the present-act,nothing in the
past-fact.With this a priori distinction,actualismcould not but end by identifying history (res gestae) "with the series of images of historical facts that have
been given at various times, no matterwhethergeneratedby historiansor poets,
by men of intelligence or idiots." Hence, actualismproduced for Croce "a full
immersionin a motionless present,devoid of oppositions."Its mystical essence
was both cause and consequence of its negation of all "philosophicaldistinctions" on the basis of the a prioripolarizationof past and present.26
Croce's critiqueof actualisttime touched a centralnerve in Gentile's system.
In response to this challenge, Gentile at last turnedaway from the speculative
problemof the "circular"relationshipbetween philosophy,historyof philosophy,
and philosophy of history, to face the more analyticquestion of the relationship
between res gestae and historia rerumgestarum.This developmentwas reflected in Gentile's first publication dedicated entirely to this problem in 1915,
"L'esperienzapurae la realta storica"("Pureexperience and historicalreality"),
and was translatedinto full-blown theoreticalterms in 1918 in his most influential political-philosophicaltext, "Politicae filosofia"("Politicsand Philosophy").
By no means the final statementsfrom Gentile on the matter,these two texts neverthelessprovide a basic perimeterthatenclosed within a coherentphilosophy of
history all the "circles"(between philosophy and history of philosophy,philosophy of history and history itself) articulatedby Gentile in previous and future
writings.Most significantly,they offer an answerto Croce's objectionsrooted in
Gentile's originalreadingof the grandfatherof idealism: ImmanuelKant.
In the first text-"L'esperienza pura e la realta storica"-Gentile addressed
himself specifically to historianselaboratingan actualistconception of historical
experience in explicit response to Kant's Critique of Practical Reason.
According to Gentile, Kant had left this concept "obscure"because he had construed experience as the medium that connected subject and object throughthe
"sensible qualities"belonging to both.27Identifyingexperience instead with the
act of thought, Gentile claimed to remain faithful to the Kantian"Copernican
revolution of philosophy that established the subject at the center of consciousCroce-Gentile,1896-1899," Rivista di Storia della StoriografiaModerna4, no. 3 (1983), 3-43. For a
comprehensiveand insightful discussion of the development of Gentile's theory of history from the
early writings on Marx to the essays published in the mid-1930s, see Antimo Negri, "II concetto
attualisticodella storiae lo storicismo,"in Giovanni Gentile:La vita e ii pensiero (Florence:Sansoni,
1962), X, 1-220.

26. GiuseppePrezzoliniet al., La Voce:1908-1913:Cronaca,antologiaefortunadi unarivista
(Milan: Rusconi, 1974), 512, 515, 515, and 510.
27. G. Gentile, "L'Esperienzapura,"quoted in Gentile, Operefilosofiche, 410.
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ness," while divesting it of the transcendentaldualism between reality and consciousness that Kant had been unable to overcome. Pure experience, Gentile
argued,"cannotbe transcended,"because everythingKant conceived as noumena is in the very act of thought,thatis autoctisi,immanenceof subjectand object,
sense and intellect. By contrast,Gentile recognized that the actualistcollapse of
experienceand consciousness in the pure act had been anticipatedby Kantin his
Der StreitDer Fakultdten(The Conflictof the Faculties, 1798) and, in particular, in the section dedicatedto the contest between philosophy and law.28
In this justly famous discussion, Kant conjoined philosophical speculation
with observation of the historical phenomenon that markedhis own time, the
French Revolution. The philosopher, however, was not concerned with the
"facts"of the Revolution, or how they were to be judged, but solely with "the
attitudeof the onlookers as it reveals itself in public while the dramaof great
political change is taking place." For Kant, this attitude was characterizedby
"disinterestedsympathy"mixed with "thepassion and enthusiasm"that all people direct exclusively toward the ideal and the moral. This enthusiasmwas the
sign of the Revolution's Sublime. It made "historical facts" coalesce into a
unique "event"that Kantproposed calling a "historicalsign":that is, a "signum
rememorativum,demonstrativum,prognostikon."With the French Revolution,
historyhad spoken its transcendentallanguageto the consciousness of its "readers"ratherthan its "protagonists,"because, for Kant, the readersof today (1798)
representedthe readers of yesterday and those of tomorrow.The revolutionary
event had thus proven the eternal law of progressthroughthe impressionit had
left on their consciousness, and, in so doing, it had signified the contemporaneity of all temporaldimensions-past (signum rememorativum),present (signum
demonstrativum),and future (signum prognostikon)-in the historical consciousness of the masses, ratherthan of GreatMen.29
In this text Kantproducedthe firstphilosophicaltheorizationof historiceventfulness-albeit from a transcendentalpoint of view. And, quite consciously,
Gentile considered The Conflictof the Faculties to be an unfinished"fourthcritique"of history,which he aimed to correctand complete.30For Gentile, in fact,
by thinking "historicalexperience"from the point of view of reading historical
signs, ratherthan writinghistory, all distinctionsbetween reality and representation, past and present, evaporated immediately. The "progress" of history
revealed itself as immanentin the movement of thought duringthe act of reading. Fromthe point of view of actualism,readinga history book, a historicaldocument, or a historic event were all activities belonging to the transtemporal
"presence"of experience. Because we can never transportourselves to the past,
we always make that past "attuale"(actual) by thinking its content within "our
presentawarenessof thinkingourselves thinkingthe object."31
28. Negri, "II concetto attualistico,"81.
29. ImmanuelKant, The Conflictof the Faculties (New York:Abaris Books, 1979), 182, 183, and
181; originalemphasis.
30. Negri, "I1concetto attualistico,"45.
31. Ibid., 412,412,422, and 426.
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Elaboratingupon the Kantiandefinitionof historicalexperience, Gentile concluded that the very word "history"containedthe essence of his actualistphilosophy of history.Actualism,he argued,did nothingmorethanunify the two meanings of the word "accordingto which history is on one occasion the entire complex of historical facts and on anothertheir representation"into one: "historyis
the only thinkable reality, and the only science because it is consciousness of
itself."32From this perspective, the difference between historiographyand art
appearedto Gentile "analogousto the differencebetween the experienceof being
awake and thatof dreaming,"the differencebeing thatthe philosophercan judge
the artistand the conscious man the dream,but not vice versa, since "everyexperience can only be judged by a superiorexperience, thatovercomes it, and therefore cannotrecognize other value [to the inferiorone] thanbeing an integralpart
of itself." And, upon these premises, Gentile proceededto explain the polarization of past and present.
To think, to read, or to write history means to "devalueall old experienceson
the basis of new experiences,"accordingto the same principleby which we may
interpreta dreamby "reconnectingit to the whole history of our individuality"
only within the experienceof being awake.All the distinctionswe make between
"realand fictional facts," past and present, are concretelyborn in the experience
of reading"andcome to the surfaceof consciousness accordingto the rhythmof
its development."For Gentile, then, the actualizationof history correspondedto
the moment, in reading, when the subject awakens from the absorptionin the
"narrativeof historicalfacts" andbegins to "pouron [the] precedingreadingthe
entire mass of judgments already organizedby [his/her]culture and individual
experience."The Gentilianevent, therefore,was no longer the sublime eruption
of a historicalsign from the transcendentalcontinuumof history,which Kanthad
identifiedwith the eye of the "disinterestedonlookers"of the FrenchRevolution.
For Gentile, it was the immanentconditionof every individualact of readingthat
dissolved the medium of representationbetween thinkingand writing into a historical self-generation.33
Situatingthe subjectof history (both res gestae and historia rerumgestarum)
in the experienceof reading,"PureExperienceandHistoricalReality"gave philosophical expression to the Kantiannotion of historic eventfulness while at the
same time invertingits value. Abstractedfrom the historicalcontext of the French
Revolution, Gentile's notion of historical sign embracedboth events and documents, therebyreplacingthe foundingnotion of transcendentalhistory with that
of the reciprocal immanence of the historical and the historiographicalact.
However, this essay still left obscure a central question concerningthe relation32. Ibid., 422 and 425. This statementplainly reveals Gentile's debt to anothereighteenth-century
founder of the "philosophyof history,"GiambattistaVico. Given the scope of this work I have left
aside any discussion of Vico's fundamentalinfluence on Gentile's theories of history and aesthetics,
but, to put it in plain terms, one could also arguethat Gentile always read "Kant accordingto Vico."
For an appraisalof Gentile's relationshipto Vico, see Giovanni Gentile, Opere. Opere storiche. Studi
vichiani vol. XVI. La vita e il pensiero vol. IX, 57-188.
33. G. Gentile, "L'Esperienzapura,"423,424,425.
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ship between res gestae and historia rerumgestarum.What conceptionof representationand agency did the identificationof historicalexperience with the semiotic activity of reading signs imply? The answerto this question would come in
"Politicae filosofia,"a text in which Gentile completedhis modernistphilosophy
of historicalexperience,drawingon his own readingof the GreatWaritself as the
"historicalsign"of a momentousre-orientationof the historicalimaginationitself.
IV. HISTORYBELONGS TO THE PRESENT

"Politica e filosofia" proposed that actualism had surpassedits idealist precursors because it hadnot only dissolved the fundamentaldichotomy they had maintained between history and philosophy, but also because in so doing actualism
allowed the "resolutionof philosophy into politics." As a philosophical history
(of philosophy), actualism had acknowledged the Italian Risorgimento-the
process of national unificationbetween 1848 and 1860-as the historical realization of philosophicalmodernity.For Gentile, Italianpatriot-thinkershad overcome the Renaissancedichotomybetween spiritand natureby means of the very
"idea of a concrete Italy ... which had become an active idea, producingitself
its own realization."As a historicalphilosophy (of history), however, actualism
had also recognized that the conscious unificationof politics and philosophy had
not taken place in the Risorgimentobut in the contemporaneousdevelopmentof
Marx's "philosophyof praxis."Historicalmaterialismhad incited the proletariat
to unify on the basis of a correctunderstandingof human action as the unity of
"will, ends, and program"in orderto dissolve the state. For Gentile, the historical importanceof Marx's philosophyof history restedon its having become "the
critical consciousness of the communist movement that refers itself to Marx."
The crucial goal of actualism, therefore, was nothing short of unveiling the
implicit "philosophyof Risorgimentopoliticians"within a counter-Marxistphilosophy of history.34
This task Gentile took up in the central section of "Politicae filosofia"where
he elaboratedthe reciprocalimmanenceof philosophy and history with unusual
clarity, but also in an unprecedenteddirection. For the first time, Gentile presented the identityof philosophy andhistory as the consequence of a preliminary
choice between two opposite orientations of the historical imagination. "One
moment,"Gentile wrote, "historybelongs to thepast, the next momentit belongs
to the present; but, most of the time, we only see the former,which is actualized
in a historiographythat presupposesentirely its object; and thus, only with great
effort we are able to see the latter,which presupposesnothing, because it creates
its object."35
Quite predictably,for Gentile the concept of "historybelonging to the past"
coincided with the positivist conception of the "historicalfact" determinedin
past-timeand past-space,and it correspondedto our "representationof ourselves
34. Ibid., 150, 156, 157, 157.
35. G. Gentile, "Politica e filosofia," 145, my emphasis.
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to ourselves beyond the heat of passion and action, since the fact is given as
accomplished."But this means that, from the perspective of positivism, history
ends up being identifiedwith a naturalism,that is, with an "irretrievablepastthat
does not depend on us, but conditions us."Against this view Gentile insteadproposed that "the historicity of history is intelligible only if we orient ourselves
towardthe opposite concept of history belonging to the present:that is, history
that is all present and immanentin the act of its construction."36This was the
mental reorientationthat actualism had labored to induce philosophically and
that now, in 1918, Gentile believed had been historically realized on the Italian
war front.
Quite literally Gentile read the Italianvictory in the GreatWaras the historical sign of a collective reorientationof the historical imaginationtowardhistory
belonging to the present.In the first place, Gentile saw this victory as the result
of a successful reactionof the Italiansto two events in October 1917 that endangered not only the Italianwar effort but also his whole philosophicalenterprise:
the Bolshevik Revolution, and the defeat of the Italian army at Caporetto.
According to Gentile, the political success of the OctoberRevolution had interacted with the contemporaneouspsychological trauma suffered by all Italians
over the militarydefeat at Caporettoto feed the specterof an "internalenemy"-a transcendentalhistorical subject bent on overwhelming Italy itself. The intellectuals and the army fought this internalenemy, and in so doing did battle with
the transcendentalistconceptionof historyitself. After Caporetto,then, the internal enemy that the Italians had successfully fought against was not only their
intrinsic Catholicism, or simply the revolutionary appeal of the October
Revolution,but the very transcendentalconception of the "historicalsign" articulatedby Kantin the face of the revolutionof his times.37For Gentile, the moralmilitaryresistanceof the Italianarmy had "fulfilledthe Risorgimento"by internalizing the historiographicalimage of the present conflict as a "fourthwar of
independence"formulatedand propagandizedby the intellectualwar effort. The
victory, therefore, represented the defeat of all forms of transcendentalism
(Catholic,Kantian,and Marxist)by an immanentform of historicalimagination.
At last, on the Italianbattlefieldsthe historiographicaland historical acts had
come to coincide in the consciousness of political leaders, intellectuals, and
masses. In this way the Italianexperience in the GreatWaracquiredfor Gentile
a universal value. It constituted not only the signum rememorativum,demonstrativum,andprognostikonthat supersededboth the FrenchRevolution and the
Italian Risorgimento, but, more radically, the Kantian distinction between
"onlookers"and "actors"had been definitively overcome. On the Italian war
front, intellectuals,Catholic masses, andpolitical leaders had experiencedhistory as immanentratherthan transcendental.For Gentile, the stage was set for the
36. Ibid., 148, my emphasis.
37. Leninism, Gentile arguedin a related article, was unrealisticbecause it "negatedthe political
substancecommon to all individuals,groups and social classes," just as much as Kantian liberalism
had become obsolete because it had maintaineda distinctionbetween moral and political action. G.
Gentile, "Lenin,"in Guerra efede: Frammentipolitici (Naples: Riccardi, 1919), 441-442.
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birth of a new political subject whose philosophical vision would be founded
entirely on history belonging to the present.Moreover, since actualismhad correctly anticipatedthis reorientationof the historical imagination, Gentile concluded his essay by claiming that actualismhad overcome Marxism (historical
materialism)with a more "realistic"philosophy of history.38
Appearingas it did at the end of Gentile's most influentialpolitical-philosophical text, this unorthodoxclaim to "realism"has been largelyignoredby scholars
of actualism.39This is unfortunate.Gentile'sclaim deserves attentionon both historical and philosophicalgroundsprecisely because it pointed towardsthe overcoming of Marxistphilosophyof history as the terrainupon which actualismand
fascism met and sustainedtheirideological alliancethroughoutthe ventennio(the
twenty years of Italianfascist regime, 1922-1943). Gentile'spolarizationof "history belonging to the present"versus "historybelonging to the past" could not
have theorizedand anticipatedthe polarizationmore explicitly;indeed, it anticipated the polarization of fascist history-makingversus liberal history-writing
enunciatedby Mussolini ten years later(1929). In this respect,the enduringresonance between the popularimage of fascist historic agency and actualistphilosophy of history suggests thatactualismmay have enteredmuch more directlyinto
the intellectualgenesis of fascist ideology than most scholarshave recognized.40
If, as Zeev Sterhell has repeatedly argued, the principal ideological roots of
Italianfascism were plantedin the intellectualhumus of the "antimaterialistrevision of Marxism,"in Italy this humus was fertilized by actualism.41 Gentile was
not only the principalItalianprotagonistin the "reinterpretation
of the ideological
38. Ibid., 156.
39. According to most accounts-including Gentile's own-"Politica e filosofia" constitutedthe
key text in the fateful encounter between actualism and fascism. Consideringits publicationin the
nationalistjournal Politica, Augusto Del Noce has arguedthat this article plainly signaled Gentile's
definitive detachmentfrom liberalism by proposing actualism as the "critical consciousness" of a
nationalist-liberalmovement in fieri which Gentile would later identify with fascism (Augusto Del
Noce, Giovanni Gentile: Per una interpretazionefilosofica della storia contemporanea[Bologna: II
Mulino, 1990], 360). By the same token, Gentile's most recent biographer,GiovanniTuri, has insisted on "Politica e filosofia" as the founding text of that Risorgimentalistinterpretationof fascism,
which Gentile developed with two articles on Mazzini published in the same nationalistjournal in
1919 and then elaboratedin most of his fascist periodwritings (GabrieleTuri,GiovanniGentile: Una
biografia [Florence:Giunti, 1995], 254). In fact, Gentile himself would laterreferto the fundamental
thesis of this article-the obliterationof the autonomyof philosophy from politics-as having established actualismas the naturalideology of fascism well before theirpolitical encounterin 1922. These
readingsin hindsighthave certainlyrenderedjustice to the crucial role thatthis text played in the ideological encounterof actualismwith fascism, yet they have also obscureda much deeper level of conjuncturalconvergencebetween actualistphilosophyof history,the Italianresponseto the war-trauma,
and the formationof a specificallyfascist imaginary.
40. Intellectual historians of fascist ideology have consistently neglected the importance of
Gentile's prolonged flirtationwith Marxism between the 1890s and the early 1920s. See, for example, Emilio Gentile, Le origini dell'ideologiafascista (1918-1925) (Bologna:Il Mulino, 1975), especially 397-418, and Del Noce, Giovanni Gentile, 283-296.
41. Zeev Sternhell with Mario Sznajder and Maria Asheri, The Birth of Fascist Ideology
(Princeton:Princeton University Press, 1994), 12. Not even Sternhell, however, includes Gentile
among the principal figures of Marxist revisionism. Compare with Antimo Negri, "Attualismo e
marxismo,"in Giovanni Gentile: La vita e il pensiero (Florence: Sansoni, 1961), IX, 189-218, and
Del Noce's discussion of Stemhell's thesis in Giovanni Gentile, 7-16.
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corpus associated with Marx's thought,"but was specifically the only one who
had focused his attentionon Marxistphilosophy of history.Therefore,if-as Del
Noce claims-there was a "pre-establishedharmony"between actualismand fascism before their ideological encounterin 1922, this harmonyhad developed on
the terrainof the historicimaginarythat Gentile theorizedin 1918.42
Indeed, Gentile's claim to realism may have had even more historical substance than the philosophical anticipationof fascist history-making.The conjuncturalconnection between the actualist exorcism of the defeat at Caporetto
and the fascist claim to the historic imaginarythat emerged from the GreatWar
finds significantsupportin the literatureconcerningthe early developmentof fascist mentalite.43By all accounts, the prolongedretreatthat followed the defeat at
Caporetto had produced a collective shock of unprecedented proportions
throughoutthe Italian military,but its effects on the intellectual war effort had
been equally momentous.In the firstplace, most studies of the Italianwar experience confirmthatCaporettoand the prolongedretreatthat followed it produced
a collective shock of unprecedentedproportionsthroughoutthe Italianarmy,and
its lasting effects on the intellectual and political home fronts were equally
momentous.In addition,some scholarshave also suggested a specific connection
between the shock of Caporettoand the formationand early mass appealof fascist ideology.44In particular,Elvio Fachinelli has argued that as a result of
Caporettothererose an "image of an endangeredfatherland,dead or underdeadly threat,"which spreadrapidlythroughoutthe home frontand survivedwell after
the victory, "traversingthe entire aftermathof the GreatWar."Ratherthan subsiding with the militarycounterattack,this image had provoked a very ambivalent reactionin both soldiers and civilians. On the one hand, the perceiveddeath
of the fatherlandhad been fearedbecause it representedthe "loss of the supreme
value for which all Italianshad fought;"but on the otherit had also been desired,
"or even accomplished,in the imaginationof some, insofaras the fatherlandhad
been the cause and origin of the colossal and useless pains they had sufferedduring the conflict."It was, in fact, by tappinginto this widespreadambivalenceand
opposing to it an "obsessive denial"of the death of the fatherlandthat the early
fascist movement managedto achieve so much supportamong war veterans.45
42. Del Noce, Giovanni Gentile, 268.
43. Giovanna Procacci, "Aspetti della mentalita collettiva durante la guerra: L'Italia dopo
Caporetto,"in La Grande Guerra: Esperienza, memoria, immagini, edited by Dino Leoni and
Camillo Zadra(Bologna: II Mulino, 1986), 261-289.
44. See Elvio Fachinelli, "IIfenomeno fascista,"in La freccia ferma: Tre tentativi di annullare il
tempo (Milan: Feltrinelli, 1979), 135-152; and, for a specific study of the "mentalworld"of Italian
soldiers, Antonio Gibelli, L'officina della guerra: La grande guerra e la trasformazionedel mondo
mentale (Turin:Bordighieri,1991), especially 3-16 and 76-121. On the decisive contributionof modernist intellectualsto the creationand multifaceteddevelopmentof an Italian"mythof the GreatWar"
and its different impact on soldiers, see Mario Isnenghi, II mito della grande guerra (Bologna: Il
Mulino, 1989), especially 329-394. There is no specific study in English on the Italian "experience"
of the GreatWar.
45. Fachinelli, "II fenomeno fascista," 143. Fachinelli's hypothesis finds historical supportin the
studies cited above, which confirmthat an ambivalentfeeling towardthe militarynear-catastropheof
Caporettowas born of the interactionbetween the conflicting war mentalitiesof interventionistsand
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Seen from the ethno-psychoanalytic perspective developed by Fachinelli,
Gentile's theory of the historic imaginary sought to exorcise the same ambivalence against which the fascist mentality arose, and it did so at the very same
time as fascism began attractingthe supportof war veterans by transposingthe
"ideal of fatherlandonto an absolute plane, entirely unknown until then."46In
fact, this conjuncturalconfigurationof forces is furthersupportedby Fachinelli's
corollaryobservationthatthe most lasting appealexercised by fascism over large
sectors of the Italianpopulationthroughoutthe ventenniowas rooted in its ability to transformand institutionalizeits obsessive denial of the deathof the fatherland into an "archaicannulmentof time."47Just as in archaic communities,the
fascist movement responded to the ambivalent perception of the death of the
founding value-figureof the nation-statewith ritualizeddenials; moreover,once
in power, it institutionalizeda proper "catastropheof the sacred."The fascist
regime transposedthe fatherlandunder the "mythic sky" of its Roman origins,
while colonizing the collective time of Italians with "omnipresentrituals reaffirmingthe existence and greatnessof the fatherlandagainst the periodic resurgence of doubt concerningits destitution."Hence, Fachinelli concludes, the fascist annulmentof time not only preventedthe development of a properform of
historical consciousness, but forced the regime to "move just like the tight-rope
walker on the rope," stepping precisely upon the fine line between mythic affirmations of eternaltime and ritualnegations of historicaltime.48
Fachinelli's study of the origins and evolution of the fascist annulmentof time
confers both historical and theoretical texture to the connection between
Gentile's notion of "historybelonging to the present"and the self-identification
of Italianfascism with a historic imaginary.The actualistphilosophy of history
and the fascist historic imaginarywere indeedjoined at the hip of an intersecting
exorcism of the war-trauma.From this perspective, the instantaneousmistranslation of Mussolini's historic speech into the popularmotto "fascism makes history" may be the best confirmationof the enduringconnection among the formation of the fascist historic imaginary,the war-trauma,and the actualistphilosophy of history elaborated by Gentile in its aftermath. By the same token,
throughoutGentile's fascist writings and expressly in his 1935 theorizationof
"TheTranscendenceof Time in History"one can locate precise textual traces of
a continuous dialogue between actualist philosophy of history and the fascist
"annulmentof time" duringthe ventennio.
However, this enduring connection also suggests a crucial qualification to
Fachinelli's thesis. The mass appeal of the actualist-fascistannulmentof time
was neither as "archaic"as Fachinelli posits it to be nor anchored solely to
"obsessive denial." Rather it was rooted in the cultural resonance between
noninterventionists.In particular,see Giovanni Belardelli, II mito della "NuovaItalia": Gioacchino
Volpe tra guerra e Fascismo (Rome: Lavoro, 1988), 67-75, and Isnenghi, II mito della Grande
Guerra, 261-296.
46. Fachinelli, "I1fenomeno fascista," 147.
47. Ibid., 166.
48. Ibid.. 148-149.
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Gentile's modernist philosophy of history and the Latin-Catholic roots of Italian
visual culture. This is what I will demonstrate in the following section.
V. ACTUALISM:BETWEENCULTURALMODERNISMAND HISTORICSEMANTICS

Seen from Hayden White's metahistorical perspective, Gentile's claim to have
overcome dialectical materialism with a more "realist" philosophy of history
offered much more than a polemical response to Croce's famous motto that "all
history is contemporary history." Historically and philosophically, "Politica e
filosofia" situated itself at a crucial juncture between the speculative and analytic traditions in the philosophy of history. While Gentile's prewar texts had belabored the speculative tradition of Kant, Hegel, and Marx, seeking to purge it
from its transcendental error, the notion of history belonging to the present
referred exclusively to the analytic relationships among historical agency, representation, and consciousness.49 But Gentile's later notion of "history belonging
to the present" theorized a collapse of res gestae and historia rerum gestarum
that may best be conceptualized as a catastrophe of the histori(ographi)cal actin the original Greek sense of "catastrophe" (from the verb katastropheo, meaning "to unify two distinct entities at a higher level"). With this catastrophe actualism fit all the historical-theoretical parameters of a quintessentially modernist
philosophy of history.
It certainly proposed a new way "of imagining, describing, and conceptualizing the relationship obtaining between agents and acts, subjects and objects,
events and facts," described by White as the landmark of all modernist conceptions of history.50Also, it surely participated in that intellectual shift from the cultural critique of positivist historiography to the cultural debunking of "historical
consciousness" itself that White has indicated characterizes the response of the
modernist sensitivity to "the experience of a different 'history"' brought about by
the Great War.51Finally, it epitomized the post-World War I evolution of that sensitivity towards what T. S. Eliot called a new "historical sense" that would
involve "the perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence."52
In fact, with the notion of "history belonging to the present" actualism matched
its avant-garde brother, futurism, on the plane of a common deconstruction of the
notion of representation, and simultaneously provided a key element for the for49. From this perspective, actualismdid not resume the tropological course of nineteenth-century
philosophy of history,replacing Crocian"irony"with an updatedversion of the romantic"historical
sublime"-as White has a bit too hastily proposed. Rather,it may have provided one of the main
philosophical bridges between speculative and analytic philosophy of history. See White, "The
Politics," 74.
50. HaydenWhite, "HistoricalEmplotmentand the Problemof Truth,"in Friedlander,ed., Probing
the Limitsof Representation,49.
51. Ibid., 20 and 51. See also Hayden White, "The Modernist Event," in Sobchack, ed. The
Persistence of History, 21-22.
52. T. S. Eliot, "Traditionandthe IndividualTalent"(1919), cited in JamesLongenbach,Modernist
Poetics of History: Pound, Eliot, and the Sense of the Past (Princeton:PrincetonUniversity Press,
1987), 7.
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mationof a properlyfascist form of modernism.53
The actualistcatastropheof the
histori(ographi)calact connected the fascist rejectionof representativedemocracy to the futuristtheory of aesthetic self-generationwith the elimination of the
mediumof (historical)representationbetween (historical)agency and (historical)
consciousness. Yet, for all the modernist thrust with which actualism came to
interruptthe transcendentalcourse of modernhistorical semantics, it also gave
theoreticallight to a submergedparadigmof historic semanticsthat had been in
the makingsince the dawn of moder historicalculture.54
As ReinhardKoselleck has long pointed out, the latter quarterof the eighteenth century markedthe momentous invention of "modem historical semantics," a process identifiedwith the "transcendentalization,"
"temporization,"and
of
both
"singularization" "History"pursued by
nineteenth-centuryhistoriography andphilosophy of history.55From the 1770s onwardsthe terminologicaldisplacementof historie by Geschichte(n)in the Germanlanguagemarked,according to Koselleck, the generaland definitivereplacementof a longstandingLatinChristianconception of historia magistra vitae (history as life's teacher)by the
singularnotion of History as a "universalrelationof events," a new "articulation
of past and future,"and a transcendentalwhole "always more than any account
made of it." The capitalizationof History in Germanphilosophicalcircles "reinterpretedthe criterionof epic representationand transformedit into a categoryof
the Historical,"setting in motion a semantic revolution which led to the emergence of transcendental singulars such as Freedom, Progress, Justice, and
Revolutionin moder Westernculture.On the representationalfront, the temporization of geschichte expressed itself in the syntactical limitation of historical
narrationto the past tense.56
Koselleck's reconstructionof the mainstreamdevelopmentof moder historical cultureis accurate,but the assertionthat this late eighteenth-centuryrevolution definitively"replaced"the Latin-Christianconception of history does not do
justice to Koselleck's own account of this conception's centuries-long "persistence"and "elasticity."57
Assuming thatthe rhetoricaltopos of historia magistrae
vitae "dissolved itself within a modernisedhistorical process," Koselleck does
not explore its permutationsin moder popular culture or philosophy. By contrast,the very semanticdifferentiationbetweenthe adjectives"historic"- importantin the eyes of historyitself-and "historical"-belonging to the past-intro53. On fascist modernism,see WalterAdamson, "Modernismand Fascism:The Politics of Culture
in Italy, 1903-1922," American Historical Review 95 (April 1990), 359-390; and "Fascism and
Culture:Avant-Gardesand SecularReligion in the ItalianCase,"Journal of ContemporaryHistory24
(July 1989), 411-436; Emilio Gentile, "The Conquestof Modernity:From ModernistNationalismto
Fascism,"Modernism/modernity1 (1994), 55-87; and,from the perspectiveof critical theory,Andrew
Hewitt, Fascist Modernism:Aesthetics, Politics and the Avant-Garde(Stanford:StanfordUniversity
Press, 1993).
54. For the history of modern"historicalsemantics,"see ReinhardKoselleck, FuturesPast: On the
Semanticsof Historical Time(Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 1985).
55. Ibid., 31.
56. Ibid., 28, 26, 27,31, 31, and 32.
57. Ibid., 22.
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duced by late eighteenth-centuryhistorians appears much less as an original
invention than the warding off of Latin-Catholicrhetorical codes permeating
popularcultureby the modem guardiansof bourgeois high culture.The notions
of historic speech and historic event referredinsteadto a common rhetoricalcore
firmly rooted in the Latin-Catholicdidactic conception of historia magistrae
vitae: the subordinationof temporalconsciousness to the reciprocalimmanence
of meaning and presence in readingfacts as historicalsigns.
Seen from this perspective,Kant'sconceptualizationof the FrenchRevolution
as the historical sign of transcendentalHistory constituted not only the first
philosophicaltheorizationof historiceventfulness,but also an explicit attemptto
inscribe the Latin-Catholicnotion of historicness into the transcendentalpath of
modem historical semantics. Ratherthan dissolving the ancient conception of
historyinto the modem one, Kantextractedthe epic from historia andtransposed
it onto the transcendentalGeshichte.With this philosophical operationKant set
the discursiveevolution of both modem historiographyand speculativephilosophy of history on a transcendentalnarrativepath throughoutthe nineteenthcentury.Yet-although only furtherresearchon the sites of historic institutionalization in nineteenth-centuryhistorical culture can give us a sense of its scopethere is at least one compelling reason to suspect that the development of modem historical semantics did not prevent the parallel evolution of a popularhistoric imaginary.This reason is actualism.Gentile's philosophy of history translated historic semantics into moderist syntax while at the same time foregroundingtheir Latin-Catholicrhetoricalroots.
The concept of "historybelonging to the present"translatedphilosophically
the early modem notion of "historicpresent"inventedby British grammariansto
indicate the use of the presenttense instead of the past tense frequentlymade by
classic authorsin order to make "vivid"their narrationof past events.58In fact,
the genealogical connection between Gentile's philosophy of history and the
ancientsignificationof vividnesswas inscribedin the very etymology of the term
actualism. Actualism derived from the Latin actus (and its later synonyms and
derivativesactio, actualis, actualitas) which, in turn,translatedthe Greek term
energeia as used in philosophy (Aristotle) in opposition to dynamis (potentiality).59Actus was the "vis efficax quae in aliquo agit," the active force aimed at
producingan effect; it was opposed to pdthe, the passive quality of potentiality.
At the same time, in Latin rhetoricsactus meant also "figura"and "oramentum
orationis,"indicating"vigor of style."60The concept of actus, therefore,did not
simply translateenergeia but recordedalso the Latin confusion of energeia with
its rhetoricaldouble: enargeia (vividness, palpability).Neither of the two terms,
in fact, had given birthto Latin etymological equivalents,but their hybridization
in Latin-Catholicpopularculturewas importantin the discursive constructionof
the modem idea of historicness and its deflection in the actualist philosophy of
58. OxfordEnglish Dictionary, 259.
59. Henrico Estienne, Thesaurus Grecae Linguae (Paris: Royal French Institute of Typography,
1831), III, 1064.
60. H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, Greek-EnglishLexicon (Oxford:ClarendonPress, 1925), I, 564.
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history. Actualism and the discursive notion of historic eventfulness found their
cultural premises in the rhetorical construction of "presence" in Latin-Catholic
visual culture.
As the early modem grammarians' definition of the historic present testifies,
the genealogy of the term historic led directly to the ancient rhetorical connection
between ancient historiography and the "cluster of meanings" attached to the
Greek term enargeia.61 "If you were a classical historian," Carlo Ginzburg
reminds us, "you were supposed to convey the truth of what you were saying by
using enargeia, in order to move and convince your reader."62Enargeia was the
principal rhetorical quality requested of historians, playing the role that "evidence" would later play in modem historiography. Often, Greek historians
achieved enargeia by using what later grammarians called the "historic present,"
but this syntactical operation referred to a much more complex "rhetorical
scene."63 In Greek culture, enairgeia did not simply mean "vividness" but indicated a unified representational effect of reality and truth achievable by both visual and literary means (painting and sculpture as well as prose and historiography).
In short, enargeia rhetorically interpreted the very idea of truth in terms of the
viewer/reader's perception of "presence" in both artistic and literary mimesis.
This unified rhetorical core of enargeia did not survive intact in Latin-Catholic
culture, but was divided into a number of interconnected terms that separated the
reality-effect of discursive enargeia from its visual effect of presence. The discursive link between enargeia and the signification of historical truth was translated in Latin rhetoric by the sequence evidentia in narratione (narrative vividness), illustratio (description), and demonstratio (to point at an invisible object).
61. CarloGinzburg,"Ekphrasisand Quotations,"Tijdschriftvoor Filosofie 20 (March1988), 3-19.
In the ensuing discussion of the relationshipbetween enatrgeiaand Greek-Latinhistorical culture, I
rely also on Andrew D. Walker,"Enargeiaand the Spectatorin Greek Historiography,"Transactions
of the AmericanPhilological Association 123 (1993), 353-377; G. Zanker,"Enargeiain the Ancient
Criticism of Poetry," Reinisches Museumfir Philologie 124 (1981), 297-311; A. J. Goodman,
Rhetoric in Classical Historiography:Four Studies (Portland,Ore.: AreopagiticaPress, 1988); and
James Davidson, "The Gaze of Polybius,"Journal of Roman Studies 81 (1991), 10-24. In addition,
my argumentis informed by Sande Cohen's critique of Ginzburg's essay in "Desire for History:
Historiography,Scholarship,and the Vicarious(on C. Ginzburg),"Storia della Storiografia30 (1996),
68-69, as well as the work of several scholarswho have studiedthe rhetoricaland mentalimplications
of the relationship between word and image in Western culture. Some of these include Murray
Krieger's discussion of enargeia as the sign of "literature'simpulse to become visual," in Ekphrasis
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), especially 67-89; as well as Roy Park, "'Ut Pictura
Poesis': The Nineteenth-CenturyAftermath,"Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 28 (Winter
1969), 155-164; James Heffemann, "Space and Time in Literatureand the Visual Arts," Soundings
70, no. 1-2 (Spring/Summer1987), 95-119; and Joseph Frank,"SpatialForm in Modem Literature,"
Sewanee Review 53 (1945), 221-240. See also W. J. T. Mitchell'stheoreticalinsights on the relationship between word and image in "Spatial Form in Literature:Toward a General Theory,"in The
Language of Images, ed. W. J. T. Mitchell (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980); Iconology:
Image, Text,Ideology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); and Picture Theory(Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1994).
62. Ginzburg,"Ekphrasis,"7.
63. As Walkerexplains, the truth-presenceeffect of enargeia in Greek historiographywas often
achieved by complex descriptionsof the reactionsof viewers to the events undernarrationin orderto
invite the readerto identify with the emotions of the "onlookers."Walker,"Enargeia,"357.
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This sequence gave paradigmaticstatus to the epistemological foundations of
classical historiography(historicalnarrative-description-vividness/truth) but,
at the same time, destabilizedthe relationshipbetween writtendiscourse and the
immediatesignificationof truth.64On the visual front, instead, the Greek association of presence and truthwas dramaticallyreinforcedin the Latin conception
of imago (image).
The original referentof imago-the mortuarystatues of Roman emperorsrevealed a semantic affiliationof this term to the Greek "word/idea/thingkolossos, which tied visual representationto the mimetic substitutionof an absentee"
(the dead person).65Yet, whereas the Greekkolossos conferredto its referentthe
attributeof intermediarybetween presence (life) and absence (death), the Latins
attributedto the Imperialimago "a properlymetonymic role, being consideredas
part of an identity."66In the Latin imago we find not only evidentia (enargeia)
but also actus (energeia): the affective force necessary to perceive the fusion of
representationwith its referent.Imago, in fact, evolved to signify the "realpresence" of the representationalreferentin all visual representations.It was this signification of "realpresence, in the strong-the strongestpossible-sense of the
word,"that came to constitutethe rhetoricalfoundationof the Catholic conception of representation.67
The intensificationof enargeia in the Latin concept of imago recordedtherefore a paradigmaticcaesuranot only between Greek and Latin rhetoricbut also
between Greek and Latin-Catholicvisual cultures. Via the dogma of transubstantiationand ritualpractices such as that of the "King's two bodies," the Latin
notion of imago was appropriatedby the Catholic Church and codified in the
powerful motto that sustainedits massive productionof religious imagery:invisibilia per visibilia (to make the invisible palpable throughimages).68For centuries, throughoutthe Catholic world, the production of and response to ever
more affective forms of verisimilitude-from high art to ex-votos, icons, and
religious waxworks-was dominatedby a mixtureof fear and attractionfor "the
ontological fusion" between the image and its prototype.69That this reinforcement of visual enargeia in Latin-Catholiccultureentailed a subordinationof the
discursive to the visual at the level of high artproductionwe may readily apprehend from the longevity of the Latin motto ut pictura poesis (poetrymust follow
painting) in modem culture. However, the enduranceand consequences of this
subordinationin popularculturemay best be inferredfrom the emergence of the
64. Paradigmaticin this respect was Quintilian'sfamous definitionof evidentia. For Quintilian,in
fact, evidentia in narratione secured only "the appearanceof palpability"and was thereforeequally
useful to those who strive to "obscurethe situation"and "those who statethe false in lieu of the true."
Quintilian,InstitutioOratoriaIV, 2: 64-65; cited in Ginzburg,"Ekphrasis,"15.
65. Carlo Ginzburg, "Repr6sentation:le mot, l'id6e, la chose" in Annales ESC 6 (November-December 1991), 1224.
66. Ibid., 1224.
67. Ibid., 1230.
68. David Freedberg, The Power of Images: Studies in the History and Theory of Response
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 161-191.
69. Ibid., 77 and passim.
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moder conception of historic eventfulness. Unmistakably,the rhetoricalline
that connects historic semantics to the ancient "scene of enargeia" passes
throughthe formationof a visual paradigmof historicalconsciousness:a historic
imaginarygroundedin a mixtureof fear and attractionfor the ontological fusion
of historia rerum gaestarum and res gestae (image and reality). Far from dissolving under the weight of historical semantics, the Latin-Catholicrhetorical
traditionfound its most stable recoding ever in the discursive notions of historic
speech and event, which fused the epic and the didactic elements of historia
magistravitae in the associationof "immanentmeaning"and "epochaleventfulness." It was this Latin-Catholicyearning for making history (visually) present
that the actualist philosophy of history theorized, and fascist politics of history
translated,into a full-blown historic culture.
VI. FASCIST HISTORICCULTURE

Endorsingthe immanentprinciplesof actualistphilosophy of history,Italianfascism transfiguredthe idea of historic eventfulness into the mental image of fascist historic agency. That is, it conceived and presenteditself as a historic agent
whose acts possessed the qualities of immediacy and unmediatedsignification
we commonly attributeto historicevents. Justlike a historicevent, the fascist act
of representationwas aimed at giving "presence"to the past in the mind of the
observer,therebyeliding the medium of narrativebetween historicalagency and
consciousness. Conversely,fascist discourse conceived the subject as endowed
of a historic imaginarythat collapsed agency and representationalong the lines
of the actualist catastropheof the histori(ographi)calact. In fact-to address
White's question directly-it is precisely in the institutionalizationof a historic
culture that was as resonant with the sensitivity of modernistintellectuals and
avant-gardeartistsas with the Latin-Catholicroots of Italianpopularculturethat
we may locate one of the principalkeys to the appeal that fascism exercised on
both masses and intellectuals.
In the beginning the fascist historic imaginarycoalesced aroundthe celebration of the March on Rome as the historical sign that confirmedthe momentous
reorientationof the historicalimaginationtoward"historybelonging to the present" posited by Gentile in 1918. The March on Rome was ritualizedas the historic event that usheredin not merely a new epoch, but an epoch-makingsubject,
a historic agent. This agent, of course, assumedimmediatelythe imaginarysemblance of Mussolini the history-makingDuce. In fact, the image of fascist historic agency found in Mussolini's historic speeches its first and long-lasting
rhetoricalincarnation.The "historic"encoding of Mussolini's words was just as
much an affair orchestratedfrom above as it was dependenton the willing participationof their mass audience. In fact, the reciprocity of this process was no
better instanced than in the never-endingtransformationof Mussolini's historic
speeches into mottoes. At the same time, it was in the visual representationof
recentnationalhistory thatthe connectionbetween actualistphilosophy of histo-
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ry and the formationof a properlyfascist historicimaginaryfound the most proper means of expression in the mid- to late 1920s.
While offering a philosophicalroof to sustainthe fascist subordinationof history-writingto history-making,actualistphilosophy of history found prominent
expression in those public sites of historicalrepresentationwhere image- and ritual-politics, Duce and masses, fascist presentand recent past, modernistaesthetics and Catholic rhetoricalcodes effectively met during the regime. The catastropheof the histor(iograph)icalact was implementedin history museums,monuments, exhibitions, and anniversarycommemorationswhere the fascist historic
imaginarywas made visually "present"to the Italianmasses.70This culturalproject involved a large numberof agents: Mussolini, of course, but also museum
curators, modernist critics, journalists, and avant-garde artists, all of whom
sought to make the identificationof fascism and historic-ness a phenomenological reality for the Italian masses. In turn,the visualization of the fascist historic
agency presupposed a widespread literacy of Latin-Catholic rhetorical codes
among encoders (Mussolini, fascist intellectuals and artists),recoders (the mass
media), and final decoders (the ritual actors-spectators of commemorative
events, the viewers of historic exhibitions and museums).Accordingly,the institutionalizationof a historic mode of representationin both image and ritualpolitics kept reinforcingthe consolidationof the collective historic imaginaryit presupposed.
The reciprocalresonanceand amalgamationbetween Latin-Catholicrhetorical
codes, modernistsensitivity, and avant-gardeaesthetic principles was as necessary a conditionfor the elaborationof a historic mode of representationas for the
consolidation of a properly fascist historic imaginary in 1920s-1930s Italy.
Withoutthe longevity and widespreadliteracy of Latin-Catholicrhetoricalcodes,
Mussolini's invocationof fascist history-makingwould have remainedwithin the
realm of fascist rhetoricsof virility and would never have been transformedinto
the popularmotto that sustained the mental image of a fascist historic agency.
Without the translation of modernist intellectuals and avant-garde artists,
Gentile's actualist philosophy of history would have remained a dead letter,
ratherthan providingthe intellectualtightropethat sustainedthe formationof a
historic mode of representationin 1920s Italy. The evolution of fascist historic
culturewas thereforejust as much the result of fascist culturalpolitics as the offspring of the mass-imaginarythat sustained them. This evolution, however, was
neitherlinear nor devoid of irony.
Both aestheticallyand ideologically the formationof the fascist historic imaginary climaxed in 1932-more precisely, in the 1932 Exhibition of the Fascist
Revolution (MRF), an exhibit organizedto celebratethe fascist decennale (the
70. I have discussed some aspects of fascist historic culturein "To Make History:Garibaldianism
and the Formationof Fascist Historic Imaginary,"in Makingand UnmakingItaly: The Cultivationof
National Identityaroundthe Risorgimento,ed. A. Ascoli andK. VonHenneberg(Oxford:Berg, 2001),
203-240, and "II Duce Taumaturgo:Modernist Rhetorics in Fascist Representationsof History,"
Representations57 (Winter 1997), 24-51. My monographic study on fascist historic culture-The
Fascist Politics of History-is forthcomingfrom University of TorontoPress (2003).
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tenth anniversaryof the Marchon Rome). The MRF was a historic(al)exhibition
aimed at representingthe "revolutionary"coming to power of fascism between
November 1914 (foundation of Mussolini's newspaperII popolo d'Italia) and
October27, 1922 (Marchon Rome). It was collectively designed by thirty-four
of Italy's most militantlyfascist, but also talented,artists,and it was undoubtedly the most the most successful propagandaevent staged by the regime, drawing
more than 3,800,000 visitors. Merging avant-garde aesthetics and historic
semantics,the exhibition's itinerarygave visual expression to the transfiguration
of the historicevent (the Marchon Rome) into historicagency. At the same time,
the MRF was also conceived as a historic event in its own right aimed at superseding the one (the Marchon Rome) it celebrated.7'It not only put on stage a historic representationof the fascist historic imaginary,but it did so self-referentially. That is, in its central and final room-the Gallery of Fasces--the MRF
stylized the revolutionaryperiod in ten pilasters shaped as fascists raising their
arms in the Roman salute, each representinga revolutionaryyear. And with this
stylization of revolutionarytime, the MRF projectedthe temporalform of the
decennale onto time itself, transfiguringthe idea of fascist historic agency into a
fascist unit of historic time: the decade.72
Neither the MRF nor Italianfascism, of course, invented the temporalidea of
the decade. Already in the nineteenthcentury Russian intellectualsreferredto
their distinct and successive generations in terms of decades ("the men of the
1820s," "...of the '40" etc.), and American media would refer to the "roaring
'20s" even before thatdecade was over. Yet, as the regime's measureof a historic
annulment of time, the fascist decade was unique insofar as it was neither
retroactivenor generationalbut representedinsteada stylization of time projected towardsthe future.In fact, demonstratinga very concrete impact of the MRF
on the evolution of the fascist historic imaginary,in the 1930s the temporal
image of the decade became ubiquitous in fascist discourse, ritual, and image
politics, thereby constituting Italian fascism's modernist answer to the utopian
time of its totalitarianrivals: the apocalyptic"thousand-year"Reich of German
Nazism and the modernizing"five-year"plans of Russian Bolshevism.
Yet, with this stylized unit of historic time projectedtowardthe futurethe fascist historicimaginaryalso lost its original connectionto historybelonging to the
present.While winning its war against the "historical,"in the 1930s the fascist
historic imaginary shifted its predicative form from the historic present to the
historic infinitive. In so doing, it split right down the middle: on the one hand,
the stylized time of the historicdecade projectedtowardsthe future;on the other,
the serializationand museification of all past and present time-including the
"fascistrevolution"itself. Intellectuallythis process correspondedto the waning
of Gentile's philosophical-political star. With this fraying of the actualist
tightrope that had sustained its formation, the fascist historic imaginary itself
71. Set up by a team of journalists,historians, and thirty-fourof Italy's most well-known artists,
the MRF constituteda "modernistgesamtkunstwerk"of exceptional artisticquality,which also managed to attractover three and a half million visitors.
72. See my analysis of the exhibition in "To Make History."
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began oscillating between the regimentationof the present in the form of the
past, and the projection of history into the future. Contraryto Gentile's prediction, then, the fascist mind had reorienteditself from historybelonging to the past
to historybelonging to the presentonly to find itself oscillating between the present belonging to history and history belonging to the future.
Yet it is precisely in this returnof the repressed-this oscillation-in a new
form, that we may find the most compelling reason to consider Gentile's philosophical intuitions beyond the geographical-temporalboundariesof fascist historic culture,and in the light of the new forms of temporalitythathave developed
in our so-called postmodern era. I will conclude this essay by exploring the
meaning of Gentile's philosophy of history for our own time.
VII. POSTHISTORIC(AL)CULTURE

Notwithstandingrepeated declarationsof death for all forms of historical consciousness, and related calls by prominent philosophers and intellectuals to
endorse a "postmoder" attitudetowards time and life, faith in Enlightenment
ideals and historical progress has remained alive and is still sharedby millions
of people-not only in the West. It is also undeniable that over the past six
decades this faith has had to compete with an adversarymuch more corrosiveand
insidious than philosophical propositions.What may have initially belonged to
the collective imaginary of the Russian intelligentsia-the decade-has been
appropriatedby the fashion-systemto become the principalunit by which most
people in the West count, segment, and account for the passing of time. "The
'50s," "the '60s," and so on, are attached to specific life forms whose distinguishing characteristicis always a style (of clothing, haircut,car, or acting). But
most telling is that the movement from one decade to the next is never progress,
or historicalevolution, but always mere seriality.Fashions simplyfollow rather
than evolvefrom each other,and they also always return.Could it not be the case
thatthe stylizationof time expressedin the fascist historic imaginaryin the 1930s
may have constituted a crucial step in the transfigurationof the "generationdecade"into the "fashion-decade"that characterizeswhat we may properlyterm
the posthistoric(al) imaginaryof our age?
This questionis blatantlyrhetoricaland provocative.Its verificationand transformationinto a specific researchagendalies well beyond the scope of this essay.
However, that fascist historic culture may have constitutedthe privileged point
of referencefor the formationof a posthistoric(al)form of imaginarymerits some
final remarksin view of the direct supportit finds in recent studies that have
explored significant areas of continuities, mutualappropriations,and imaginary
transfigurationsbetween fascist visual culture and postindustrialmass culture.
Film studies have been at the forefrontof this research, revealing, for example,
the enduringcontest between fascist and bourgeoisrhetoricsof virility in the recoding of the fundamentalimage of the femme fatale from silent film, through
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fascist movies, to postwar feminizations of fascism.73Similarly,the analysis of
fascist advertising and industries has highlighted specific continuities between
corporate-fascistand corporate-capitalistimage-politics in the postwar era.74In
general, all studies of fascist visual culture have highlighted the continuities,
connections, mutualinfluences, and responses between the Italian-fascistimaginary and the evolution of capitalist-consumermass culture at large, before, during, and after the fall of fascism. Seen in this context, and considering that the
practiceof segmentingtime in decades has become a mass phenomenononly in
the postwarera, the transfigurationof the fascist unit of historic time into serialized retro-timemay appearnot only possible but even probable.
In addition,to confirmthe plausibilityof a very directconnectionbetween the
evolution of fascist historic cultureand the diffusion of a postmodernistsensitivity dominated by the temporality of fashion, we do not need to resort to farfetched alliterations, nor to Susan Sontag's warnings about "fascinating
Fascism."75This connection and collusion is inscribed in the unique place that
Italy-that is, "madein Italy"-has assumedin the postindustrialimaginaryon a
global scale. Whetherembodied in design or materialproducts,the idea of Italian
style functions as an antidote and parasiticalother to the idea of fashion itself.
The bearerof Italianfashion, whetherwoman or man, is not simply in style; she
or he has style, in the "normative"sense masterfullydefinedby ErnstGombrich
as seeking to produce"synaesthetic"effects on the viewer, and therebyas being
recognizedas "distinct"in the mass of seemingly undistinguishableconsumers.76
Lest we want to give in to dangerouslyessentialist and profoundlyracistnotions
that Italianshave style in their blood, we cannot but recognize that this cultural
constructis the last offspring of a normative-style imaginarythat might be the
most enduringlegacy of fascist modernism.Unencumberedby either totalitarian
or modernistutopias, the normativeconception of style that sustained a fascist
politics of distinctionin 1920s-1930s Italy has found fulfillment in the postwar
constructionof Italianstyle as the sign of style tout court. Isn't it quite plausible,
then, to identify in this iconization of Italy as style the symptomof a posthistorical imaginarythathas respondedto the fascist stylizationof time with the transfigurationof the decade into a serializedmode of retro-time?
There is corroboratingevidence for the plausibility of this hypothesis in the
symptomsthat characterizethe formationof a posthistoricform of imaginary.It
is hardlydisputablethat one of the principaltraitsthat separatespostwargenerations among themselves and from previous ones is their explicit acknowledgment of the role played by historic events in the formationof their imaginaries.
73. Kriss Ravetto, The Unmaking of Fascist Aesthetics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2001).
74. KarenPinkus,Bodily Regimes: Italian AdvertisingunderFascism (Minneapolis:University of
MinnesotaPress, 1995).
75. Susan Sontag, "FascinatingFascism," in Under the Sign of Saturn(New York:Farrar,Straus,
and Giroux, 1980).
76. Ernst Gombrich, "Style," International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (New York:
MacmillanCo. & The Free Press, 1968), XV, 283. I owe to Carlo Ginzburgthe prescient suggestion
to look into the connectionsbetween Italianfascism and the "normative"conception of style.
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The "Holocaust,""1968,"the "Fallof the Berlin Wall,"just to cite the key events
that have markedthree successive generations of postwar Europeans,have all
been explicitly perceived, described, and treated as "historic"-on different
imaginarylevels, of course. At the same time, none of them has been transfigured into the birthof a historic agent as the Marchon Rome was by Italian fascists. On the contrary,the formationof generationalimaginariesafterWorldWar
II has been hauntedby a recurrentand obsessive image of "The End"of history-naturally, with all of its cinematicpromise of infinite new beginnings.
First articulatedby Alexander Kojeve in lectures given in Paris in the late
1930s (but published only afterthe end of the war, in 1947), this quintessential
Hegelian trope has incarnateditself into a series of icons that have percolatedat
all levels of mass culture.77FromAdorno's famous equation of Auschwitz with
"the end of poetry," to more recent ones associating it with "the end of the
Enlightenment"and modernity,to the popularassociation of 1968 with "the end
of ideologies," to the identificationof the Fall of the Berlin Wall with "theend of
communism,"the postmoder (Western)imaginaryhas been consumed by historic semantics.To survive, then, beyond the end of the Enlightenment,modernity, ideologies, and History seems to be the categoricalimperativeof successive
but repetitiveforms of posthistoricimaginaries.
At firstsight, the relationshipbetweenthe formationof a historiccultureduring
fascism and thatof posthistoricimaginariesmay appearone of mere analogy and
philosophicalaffinity.Just as the former found philosophical articulationin the
thoughtof Gentile,the lattergainedexpressionin anotherrevisionof Hegelianphilosophy of history,namely, that of Kojeve. WhetherKojeve ever read Gentile's
work,his idea of a "new animality"connectedto the transformationof historyinto
continuedthe de-transcendentalization
andde-temporizationof his"environment"
torical semanticsinitiatedby Gentile.78Yet in the repetitiveretum of posthistoric
semanticsto the mental image of the end of history we may also capturea more
historicalconnectionbetweenthe rise of posthistoricimaginariesandthe evolution
of fascist historic cultureas a whole. The idea of the end of history does not so
much referto the decline of historicalsemantics.It capturesinsteadthe historical
demise of the fascist idea of historic agency in fascist historic culture itself.
Posthistoricimaginariesinstitutionalizethe historic infinitiveprojectedby Italian
fascism in the 1930s. In the final analysis, and from the perspectivedeveloped in
this essay, the postmoderncondition,famously definedby Jean FranqoisLyotard
as a widespread"incredulitytowardmetanarratives"
may be more fruitfullyreformulated as a posthistoric(al) condition marked by imaginaries that prevent the
experienceof both historical transcendenceand historic immanence.79
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